Contact our sales office for delivery dates
and prices as this is a special model.

Specialized Product

P.G. information
Point to Group

Vacuum Operated Cylinder
ZU A-X107
Cylinder capable of the adsorption, raising, and
Features retention of workpieces by vacuum power
MR
 ises while adsorbing the workpiece

M With vacuum pressure detection port

MB
 egins to rise before the pad is pressed against the workpiece

MA
 vailable with or without an ejector

¡Can be used for suction verification or vacuum
release

¡Simplified control process (Control circuit for rising not required)
¡Improved cycle time
¡Improved adsorption when picking up multiple thin workpieces
(2 pieces of paper, etc.)

Operation
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¡Air is supplied to generate vacuum.
¡The vacuum operated cylinder is
moved downward.
(By using an external Z-axis actuator, etc.)

¡While adsorbing the workpiece, the piston
rod rises. (The workpiece is raised.)

¡The pad contacts the workpiece.
¡The workpiece is immediately
adsorbed.

¡By stopping the supply of air, the
workpiece is released and the
piston rod descends.

∗ The diagram above shows the product with an ejector. ∗ Pads are available separately.

M Simplified system configuration
Reduced number of devices:
5 components R 2 components
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Application Examples

Adsorption/Rise

Transfer

Release

Z-axis actuator∗1

Vacuum operated cylinder
(With ejector)

Horizontal transfer

∗ Pads are available
separately.

Vacuum operated
cylinder
(Without ejector)

Horizontal transfer

 ads are available
∗ P
separately.

∗1 In order to move the vacuum
operated cylinder up and
down, an external Z-axis
actuator, etc., is required.

Caution

To ensure the safest possible operation of this product, please be sure to thoroughly read the
“Safety Instructions” in our “Best Pneumatics” catalog before use.
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